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Recent market volatility in India, particularly among mid-cap, small-cap, and PSU stocks, raises 
concerns about a potential correction as we approach the general elections. This week's Sixth 
Sense dives deep into the possibility of a broader market correction in India, employing 
advanced wave analysis of the S&P 500 to gauge the global market sentiment.

The good news? Qartelz is hosting a live market session this Monday, equipping you with 
strategies to navigate volatility using Advanced Wave Theory.

Join us for an insightful week and don't miss the live session on Monday!

Market Correction on the Horizon?



First, let us have a look at
the most important support

and resistance level for
NIFTY on Monday

MANAGE YOUR
MONDAY MORNING

TRADE (NIFTY)  
(Complimentary Section for The Sixth Sense Lovers)

People often ask the question 
“how to get clarity on next 
day’s Market movement”. 

We are giving you a solution 
in this section. 



Even though NIFTY was making higher highs and higher lows, the index as a whole was 
making a corrective structure, which looks like a B wave. Moreover, the relation between A 
and B waves can be summarized as follows. 

B = 138.2% of A
In an expanded flat structure Wave C is calculated as
C = 161.8% of A 
(In expanded flat structure, wave A is the parent wave)

A   = 993.00
B   = 1372.00
B wave Target is calculated as,
B Target  = 21132+1372
  = 22504

NIFTY high was registered near B wave target. So, possibility of an expanded flat is very high 
in this structure. In such case, C wave target is calculated as
C  = 1607
C Target = 20920

(NIFTY Expanded Flat Structure Possibility Source:www.investing.com)

NIFTY WEEKLY OUTLOOK!! 
Index is making an Expanded Flat Structure?



S&P 500 has completed a major cycle after touching the high at 5189. After recording a high at 
5189, S&P 500 index continuously found resistance near the area and failed to continue higher. 

S&P 500 has got a strong support at 5054 levels. If this level is broken, then we may expect a 
global sell off and it can get reflected in Indian markets as well.  

(S&P 500 Cycle completion Possibility Source:www.investing.com)

Short term Cycle Completion in S&P 500



What do the findings suggest?

What are the Key Support Levels for NIFTY to watch out for?

(NIFTY key support levels Source:www.investing.com)

Analysis says that there is a high PROBABILITY for correction to continue for some more time. 
Remember, it is a high probability scenario, but not certainty. So, we have to keep in mind the 
possibility of uptrend to resume with strict stop losses

NIFTY might find interim support at 21874 and if this level is broken, then water fall move can 
be expected to lower levels and market might touch 21657 levels.



NIFTY Key Resistance Levels and Possibility of Downtrend Reversal

(NIFTY key resistance levels Source:www.investing.com)

NIFTY might reverse the downtrend move only if NIFTY can close above 22242. If the index 
closes above 22392, then we may consider the downtrend completed and market might start 
trending higher again. 



BANKNIFTY Shows Weakness
BANKNIFTY Hourly Cycle

(BANKNIFTY Short Term Analysis Source:www.investing.com)

The index has got strong resistance near 46615. As long as BANKNIFTY can not close above 
this level, downward move is expected to be continued.



How to Trade BANKNIFTY on Monday
BANKNIFTY 15 Minutes Cycle

(BANKNIFTY Analysis for Monday Source:www.investing.com)

BANKNIFTY index is weak and index might face strong resistance near 46774 on Monday. 
Index has got support at 46374. If this level is broken, index might fall to 46053.  



Vis it :  www.qartelz.com
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